Abstract. Opportunistic network (Oppnet) is a class of networks where connections between the nodes are not permanent. The nodes are continuously moving and some nodes even switch off their batteries to conserve energy. Reliable delivery of messages in Opportunistic network is one major inherent issue. It is unreliable in the sense that once the source node has forwarded its message, then it will never get to know about its status in the network like whether the message has got discarded at an intermediate node or at the destination node (due to buffer overflow) or the successful delivery of the message has taken place. This work tries to make Oppnet as much reliable as possible. It proposes a reliability protocol named as Reliability in Oppnet (RIO). RIO improves the routing in Oppnet and works in parallel with the existing routing protocols. It makes the source node aware about the status of message so that if an error occurs then the source node can take suitable action to resend the message. It considers the redirection error, buffer overflow error, Time Limit Exceeded (TLE), parameter problem and destination unreachable errors that may occur inside the network. RIO has been tested using ONE simulator and implemented with Spray and Wait routing protocol. Results show that the RIO with Spray and Wait protocol outperforms normal Spray and Wait protocol in terms of average message delivery probability.
1. Introduction. Opportunistic network [1] as the name signifies, is the type of network that is based on the opportunities of contacts that exist in the network. The connections between the nodes are created and terminated on demand i.e. based on the availability of suitable nearby node that can take the message in the vicinity of destination node. The nodes try to utilize the best opportunity to connect to a node that will take the message in close proximity of intended destination node. Opportunistic networks inherit its characteristic features from two super classes that are Delay tolerant networks (DTN) [2, 3] and Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) [4, 5, 6, 7] . Oppnet inherits the property of discontinuous network connections from DTN. The connections between the nodes in Oppnets are not permanent like TCP/IP model, so these networks are prone to long unpredictable delay in packet transmission [8] . Oppnet acquires the property of nodes from MANETs as the nodes are mobile in these types of networks. Hence it can be said that Oppnet is a kind of network that is somewhat like a mixture of MANET and DTN i.e. is a network with no continuous node connections with nodes being mobile.
Routing in Opportunistic network is a challenging task as nodes connections are not permanent. A message can be delivered instantly (if the connections that leads to successful delivery of message are available at that time) or the message can take hours or even days before it gets successfully delivered to the intended destination. Traditional routing protocol does not solve the problem of routing of message in Oppnet. Routing protocols in Oppnet are broadly classified in two categories; these are infrastructure-based routing protocols and infrastructure less routing protocols. Infrastructure based routing protocols use infrastructure in some form like message ferries, info stations and cloud computing. It is obvious that these types of routing protocols require expensive technologies and equipment. HVF Scheme [9] , Message ferry scheme [10] , Cloud Computing based routing protocol (CCBRP) [11] and Infostation Model [12] , are some examples of infrastructure base routing protocols. Infrastructure less routing protocols are those in which no infrastructure is required to support routing in Oppnet. In these type of routing protocols congestion control, node buffer storage, node battery [13, 14] , and traffic in the network are main issues of concern in routing. Many protocols have been developed to tackle these problems for example epidemic routing protocol [15] , PROPHET [16] routing, Spray and Wait routing protocol [17] to name a few. Protocols that handles security issues [18, 19] , machine learning techniques [20, 21] , and other miscellaneous routing related works [22, 23, 24] has also been designed for Oppnets recently. All the previously designed protocols are unreliable in the sense that once the source node sends message in the Oppnet, it assumes that the successful transfer will take place to the destination. But this is not always true in many cases. Consider a scenario in which the forwarded message gets dropped at the intermediate node as it was unable to store message in its buffer due to full buffer capacity (buffer overflow). Consider one another scenario where the forwarded message reaches some intermediate node and this intermediate node finds that Time to Live (TTL) has been expired, and then this node simply drops the message. Message can even be discarded at destination node. For example, consider a situation where a destination node cannot accept the message due to full buffer capacity at that time. In order to resolve unreliabilities like these, a reliability protocol named as RIO has been proposed. The proposed protocol works in parallel with the existing Oppnet routing protocols and hence enhance routing in Oppnet.
The errors that may occur in the Oppnet are classified into five categories: redirection error, buffer overflow error, parameter problem, Time Limit Exceeded i.e. TTL expiration error and destination unreachable. In this work, solutions are provided for the above-mentioned errors, and through simulation using Opportunistic Network Environment simulator i.e. ONE simulator [25] it has been found that RIO enhances routing of existing protocols while working in parallel with them. For testing purpose, RIO is combined with Spray and Wait protocol. Through simulations it has been proved that Spray and Wait routing gets enhanced when reliability protocol RIO works in parallel with it.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work done in past. Section 3 explains the proposed work and demonstrates the working of the RIO protocol in detail. Simulation results and observations are given in section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work and talk about future work.
Background and Related
Work. This section is dedicated to explain briefly some existing infrastructure less routing protocols with their merits and demerits. PROPHET PROPHET [16] protocol is a probability-based routing where nodes forward messages to other nodes based on a probabilistic metric. This metric is estimated based on history of encounters. Whenever nodes interact with each other to exchange messages, they also exchange node encounter history with each other. In this way, this protocol is transitive in nature i.e. if N1 and N2 nodes share information with each other and N2 node and N3 node share information with each other, then it is equivalent to sharing information between N1 node and N3 node. In this protocol, a node forwards the message to that neighboring node that has highest probability metric. EPIDEMIC Epidemic routing [8] is based on the flooding technique. Every node in the network floods the message to its neighboring nodes which then flood this message to their neighbors. Each node has two buffers, one for its own messages and second for storing the messages received from other nodes. Every message in the system is flagged with a unique ID. On meeting, two nodes swap their summary vectors and exchange those messages which are not present in their buffers. This procedure is followed at each pair of nodes and eventually every node in the network gets the message copy. This Protocol creates lot of message copies which make it robust against network failure and result in lesser delay, but at the same time creates network congestion. HBPR HBPR [26] stands for History Based Routing Protocol and is based on behavior and stability of nodes.
This protocol tries to deliver message using a path which is most visited by the destination node. In this way the intermediate node selects those nodes as next hop that tries to deliver message to the path that is most visited by the destination and thus harness the behavior of nodes in the network. HBPR has high average message delivery probability as compared to tradition Oppnet protocol like epidemic. The average latency and overhead ratio are also less in HBPR as compared to epidemic routing protocol. EDR EDR [27] is an Encounter and Distance based protocol that forwards the message based on a metric known as forward parameter. Forward parameter is calculated based on encounter history of nodes with destination node and on the distance of nodes from destination node. This metric is calculated for each neighboring node and the message is given to that node which has the metric value above a threshold. Spray and Wait Spray and Wait protocol [17] is a controlled flooding-based routing protocol. It limits the number of messages forwarded in the network unlike epidemic routing protocol where the nodes forward message to every node it encounters. This routing protocol works in two phases the first phase is the Spray phase and the other is Wait phase. In the Spray phase, the source node forwards the message to L nodes. In the Wait phase, if the message is not yet delivered to destination node then it performs a direct delivery of message. Spray and Wait reduces the traffic and the number of messages dropped in the network as compared to epidemic routing protocol and the delivery probability using Spray and Wait protocol is also high due to controlled flooding. GAER GAER [28] is Genetic Algorithm based Efficient Routing protocol. This is an energy efficient protocol as the energy spent in routing of the messages is lowest as compared to other available routing protocols. This protocol uses personal information of nodes and applies genetic operations and algorithm which are used to decide the next hop. It calculates a fitness function based on some parameters and then forwards the message to a node whose fitness value is above the cut off threshold value. Spray and Focus Spray and Focus [29] is mobility assisted routing protocol. It has two phases; one is the Spray phase and the other is Focus phase. A node forwards message to L relay nodes in Spray phase, and in Focus phase the message can be forwarded to different relay nodes based on some forwarding criterion. In Focus phase, the transmission is not direct unlike Spray and Wait protocol. Spray and Focus is much more efficient than available mobility assisted routing protocol and it outperforms them in terms of average message delivery probability and average latency.
3. Proposed Work. In Oppnets, nodes contact with each other opportunistically that is no stable or permanent path exist between the sender and receiver node. Hence, Oppnets are highly unreliable in terms of message delivery. Once the source node forwards message, it will never be able to know whether its message successfully reaches to the destination or not. The message might get lost in the network or it might be discarded by some intermediate node due to the following reasons.
• Intermediate nodes buffer overflow that is, there might be a case where the buffer queue of the intermediate node might be full.
• Ambiguity in the addresses that are incorporated in the header of the message.
• Their might be a case where the Time to Live (TTL) of the message might become zero when it reaches an intermediate node. There can be numerous cases of message not getting successfully delivered to the intended destination. So, now the question arises that how to cope up with this unreliability that exist in the network? How to devise a way so that the sender of the message must be able to track the status of its forwarded messages and if there occurs some error in delivery of messages, then the sender node can act accordingly.
The solution to these problems is to ensure reliability in routing of messages in Opportunistic networks. Reliability can be ensured through error reporting method. Whenever an error occurs during routing of messages, an observing node (which has noticed the error) sends an error reporting message to the source node. After receiving these error reporting messages, the source node can enquire for the cause of failure and can resends the respective message or takes some other suitable action.
3.1. Routing Errors. Errors in routing can be broadly specified into following five types.
3.1.1. Redirection Error. There might be a case where the message forwarded by the source node travels in wrong direction and it gets continuously forwarded in the same wrong direction by the intermediate nodes like in case of MoVe(Motion Vector) [30] routing protocol which forwards the message to its nearby node that is closest to the node. In MoVe protocol, there might occur a case where the nodes continuously forward the message in the wrong direction due to their characteristic property of forwarding message to the nodes that have shortest distance to it. In First Contact routing protocol nodes forward messages randomly based on the available contacts at a particular instant of time. In this protocol their might occur a case where the nodes continuously forward the message in the wrong direction because the node that is forwarding the message always finds a connection to a node that is in the wrong direction. To handle such situations in message routing and to make routing reliable, the intermediate node that notices such wrong redirection of messages sends a redirection error message to the source node and simultaneously tries to forward the message in the right direction which is towards the intended destination. While routing the messages from source node to destination node, there is very high probability of encountering an intermediate node whose buffer is full. In this case, the intermediate node drops or discards the message without bothering about it much. Epidemic routing protocol follows floodingbased approach for message passing which means that a node forwards multiple copies of messages in the network. In this, the buffer occupancy time of messages is very high which leads to high chances of getting a relay node in routing path which has full buffer or overflowed buffer. This same reasoning follows for Spray and Wait, PROPHET and MaxProp [31] routing protocols. In order to deal with such situations, using RIO, the node that notices such a buffer overflow problem sends a buffer overflow error message to the source node which has generated the message. This error message is sent to the source node before the source node discards the message. Figure 3 .2 depicts a scenario of buffer overflow problem. In this, the source nodes forward a message which passes through numerous intermediate nodes and finally arrives at destination node, after arriving at destination node, the message gets discarded because the destination node notices that its buffer is full and there is no room to store the incoming message, now the destination node sends an error message to the source node. There might occur a case while routing of the message from source to destination, that the Time to Live (TTL) of the message has got expired that is the value of TTL becomes zero. At that time, the receiving node of the message simply discards the message and the source node of the message never be able to know that whether the message gets successfully delivered or not. RIO protocol is implemented to deal with such situations, using RIO, the node that notices such phenomenon sends a TLE message to the source node. The TLE message is sent to the source node before the source node discards that message, so that it can resend the message in order to get its message successfully delivered to its intended destination. Figure 3. 3 shows a scenario of Time Limit Exceeded. In the figure, the source node forwards a message and the message passes through numerous nodes and finally its TTL expires. Now the node at which TTL expires sends an error message to the source node. Their might occur a case where the receiving node of a particular message notices that the fields in the header of the message are ambiguous. For example, the receiving node might notice that the source address or the destination address is ambiguous. It might happen that the destination address is set to all zeros or all ones. So, to handle situations like these, using RIO protocol, the receiver of the message sends a parameter problem error message to the source node before the source node discards it. The source node resends the message after rectifying. Figure 3 .4 depicts a scenario of parameter problem. In the figure, the source node forwards the message and after passing through several nodes, one of the node notices that the destination field in the header of the message is ambiguous. It notifies the source node by sending a parameter problem error message to it. In Oppnets, nodes sometimes switch off or turn off their batteries in order to conserve the energy. So, in Oppnet there might occur a case where the destination node power is not on and the message that was intended for it might get lost in the network because the node for which it was destined was invisible to the network. To cope up with situations like this, using RIO protocol, the node that is currently holding the message defers the routing of the message until the node for which it is destined turns on its power. If the destination node doesnt turn on its power until a certain threshold value of time duration then the node (i.e. currently holding the message) sends a destination unreachable error message to the source node. Figure 3 .5 depicts a destination unreachable scenario where the source node forwards the message and this message passes through nodes IN-1, IN-2 and finally IN-3. IN-3 node notices that the destination is not in the network (i.e. its battery is off) so it defers sending the message until some threshold time (assuming twice of remaining TTL). If until then, the destination node does not switch on its power then a destination unreachable error message is sent to the source node.
Working of RIO.
RIO is a dependent reliability protocol. It improves the performance of an existing routing protocol, if reliability features that are established in RIO are allowed to work in parallel with other existing infrastructure less routing protocol. In RIO, every node first checks if any incoming message is an error message. If an incoming message is an error message then it matches the destination address (i.e. embedded in the error message) of error message with its own address. If match occurs then it suspects whether the error Fig. 3 .5. Destination Unreachable message is redirection error message or not. If it is not redirection error message then it resends the message or take some suitable action. If the address does not match then it routes this error message in the Oppnet because this error message is not intended for this node. If the incoming message is not an error message then it checks for the errors that were specified in the previous section i.e. the node checks for redirection error, buffer overflow error, Time Limit Exceeded, Parameter problem and destination unreachable error.
In the following paragraphs, strategies are discussed to deal with these errors. All these errors are checked at a node when the node receives any incoming message. For example, a node when receives a message checks whether its buffer is full or not, whether TTL of message is greater than zero or not, likewise it checks for other errors.
The redirection error is checked by calculating the angle between the two imaginary lines that are formed by joining the coordinates of the sender node to the coordinates of the current node and the coordinates of the sender node to the coordinates of the destination node. The first line is between the coordinates of the sender of the message and the current node. The second line is between the coordinates of destination node of the message and the sender node of the message (i.e. the node from which the current node has received the message). If these two lines are making an angle greater than ninety degrees then there is a redirection error and the current node tries all connections which result in angle less than ninety degrees between the above two specified lines and simultaneously sends a redirection error message to the source of this message. The two possible scenarios have been shown in figure 3.6 and figure 3.7. In figure 3.6 i.e. scenario 1, the intermediate node notices that the angle formed between the two lines that are specified above is greater than ninety degrees, so it sends a redirection error message to the source node. In figure 3 .7 i.e. scenario 2 the angle formed between the lines specified above is less than ninety degrees, so it continues with normal routing. For finding the coordinates of the nodes, Global positioning system (GPS) is used, which is now-a-days pre-installed on every mobile and laptops. GPS does not require any other technologies like internet to operate, it operates independently. Hence this technology is handy to find out the coordinates of the nodes. The buffer overflow problem at a node is detected by checking the current free buffer space. If the free buffer space is less than or equal to zero then the buffer overflow error reporting message is sent to the source node of incoming message before this node discards the message. The TLE error at a node is detected by checking the values of TTL for all the incoming messages, if the TTL is found to be zero then the TLE error reporting message is sent to the source node.
The parameter problem error is detected by checking the validity of destination address specified in the incoming message. If the destination address that is embedded in the incoming message is found to be invalid then a parameter problem error message is sent to source of incoming message before discarding it.
The Destination unreachable error is detected by checking the visibility of destination node address through GPS. The node holds the message until the destination node gets visible and keeps the message in its buffer until some threshold is reached. If the destination node is not visible until a certain threshold (twice of remaining TTL) then a destination unreachable error message is sent to the source node.
4. Simulation Results. Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) [25] simulator has been used to evaluate the performance of RIO protocol. ONE is an open source Oppnet simulator. It is built with java programming language. It comes with several built-in modules that facilitate routing in Oppnet. ONE generates reports based on the settings that have been made to run the simulation. There are infinite number of different scenarios that can be run in ONE simulator. This characteristic makes it one of the most popular simulators for simulating Opportunistic network environment protocols. Table 4 .1 shows the simulator parameters that have been chosen for the set up to simulate RIO protocol. The pseudo code that has been presented in the above section has been implemented in update method of the routing class of ONE simulator. To test the performance of RIO with existing routing protocol, Spray and Wait routing protocol is used with RIO. RIO has been simulated by varying following metrics while keeping the other parameters constant.
Simulation Setup.
1. Variation in the nodes: The nodes in the network are changed from 40 to 240 by increasing 40 nodes at each step and keeping all others parameters constant. 2. Variation in TTL of nodes: The message TTL has been changed to different values from 100 to 300 with an increment of 50 while keeping all others parameters constant. 3. Variation in message generation interval: This interval has been varied (while keeping other parameters constant) that changes the messages generated in the network, for example if this interval is 0 to 5 then the message will be generated at each node at a timestamp that ranges from 0 to 5. The following metrics are used to evaluate the performance of RIO:
1. Average Message Delivery probability: It is the probability of successfully delivered messages. 2. Average Hop Count: It denotes the average number of hops or nodes that a message travels to reach its intended destination. 3. Average Message Delay: It denotes the average time taken from message creation t its delivery.
Results and Observations.
In this section, the results and observations after performing the simulation are presented. delivery probability v/s the number of nodes. As the number of nodes increases the average message delivery probability increases in Spray and Wait because the network becomes dense and messages easily find nodes that can deliver them to destination node. The probability is further increased in Spray and Wait with RIO because now some of the messages which were not delivered to destination in Spray and Wait are retransmitted by the source node after receiving the error message. The cause of failure is specified within the error message. In figure  4 .1, the average message delivery probability increases by 15.29% in Spray and Wait with RIO as compared to Spray and Wait. Hence, on an average the delivery probability of messages increases in RIO with Spray and Wait as compared to Spray and Wait. It can be justified by the fact that the messages which previously get discarded by the intermediate nodes (due to various reasons like buffer overflow, TTL expire, parameter problem etc.) now get successfully delivered to their intended destination because of the reliability imposed. If the message gets discarded, an error reporting message is sent to source node which leads to retransmission of message and thus resulting in more number of successfully delivered messages. increases, the time that a message can search for their respective destination increases. If some messages get discarded or by some means do not reach to their destination, now have more probability for successful delivery because of the error reporting mechanism of RIO. Using RIO, the average message delivery probability of Spray and Wait protocol has increased by 11.59%. Figure 4 .3 depicts average message delivery probability v/s message generation interval. As this interval decreases, more number of messages get generated in the network, leading to increase in network traffic. Spray and Wait protocol is a controlled flooding-based technique which in turns add to the already increased traffic. Hence the number of messages dropped at intermediate nodes increases which results in decrease in average message delivery probability of Spray and Wait routing protocol. The average message delivery probability increases when RIO works alongside Spray and Wait because now some of the messages which were previously gets dropped are delivered to their respective destination because of the added reliability features of RIO. The average message delivery probability of SAW with RIO has increased by 25.83%.
Observing Average Hop
Count. Implementing RIO with Spray and Wait, the average hop count increases as now the hop counts of the messages which were previously get discarded by the intermediate nodes now travel again from source node to destination node because of the error reporting mechanism used in RIO.
This increases the number of hops through which the message has been passed in order to reach its destination node. Figure 4 .4 shows the average hop count v/s number of network nodes. The average hop count of Spray and Wait using RIO increases by 15.83% because now the discarded messages travel through more nodes as the network is dense, thus this will add to hop counts. 19 .45% using RIO which is justified by the fact that as the message generation interval decreases the number of messages generated increases, this increases the number of undelivered messages and some of these undelivered messages are retransmitted because of the reliability features of RIO and thus this further adds to the hop count which is evident from the figure.
4.2.3. Observing Average Latency. In Spray and Wait using RIO, on an average the latency increases as compared to Spray and Wait. This is justified by the fact that now the transmission time of sending the error reporting message back to source node is added to the total latency. And also, the time to retransmit the message (which was previously discarded) from the source to destination node has also been added to latency leading to higher latency as compared to Spray and Wait routing protocol. This is evident from figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. 5. Conclusion and Future Work. The work establishes the reliability in Opportunistic Network through the application of error reporting. In this, a novel reliability protocol, RIO has been proposed, implemented and tested. RIO works in parallel with the existing routing protocols and it enhances routing performance because of the added reliability features. The proposed work classifies errors that may happen in the Oppnet into five categories, Redirection error, Time Limit Exceeded (TLE) error, Buffer overflow error, Parameter Problem error and Destination unreachable error. RIO protocol has been implemented along with Spray and Wait routing protocol. It has been observed that RIO causes increase in average message delivery probability, average hop count and average delay of Spray and Wait protocol. In future, we will try to establish reliability in Cloud Computing based routing protocol and hence can improve the efficiency of Oppnet so that it can be used for practical purposes.
